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PUSHOUTS OF AFFINE ALGEBRAIC SETS
Jakub Koprˇiva1
Abstract. We study the existence of pushouts in the category of
algebraic sets over an infinite field. This problem can be reduced
to asking whether being finitely generated algebra over a field, or a
Noetherian ring in general, transfers in a pullback. We show that this
problem can be fully solved up to transfer of this property in taking
intersection. In addition, we also discuss examples of intersections
of Noetherian rings, examples of pushouts of algebraic sets and their
local properties.
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Introduction
In this article, we study the existence of pushouts in the category of alge-
braic sets over an infinite field K. We prove that there exists a pushout of a
diagram of K−algebraic sets if and only if the pullback of the corresponding
diagram of coordinate rings is a finitely generated K−algebra. This leads
us to study the question whether a pullback of a diagram of commutative
Noetherian rings or finitely generated algebras over a commutative Noethe-
rian ring R is Noetherian or a finitely gerated R−algebra, respectively.
We show that effectively this can be reduced to asking whether some
extensions of rings or R−algeras are finite and whether an interesection of
two Noetherisn rings or finitely generated algebras over R is Noetherian or
finitely generated over R, respectively, thereby generalizing related results
of [5] and [2].
Finally, we prove that in some specific cases an interesection of two
Noetherisn rings or finitely generated algebras over R is Noetherian or
finitely generated over R, respectively, and we also study some examples
of pushouts of algebraic sets and their local properties.
1The author gratefully acknowledges support from grantGACR 17-23112S of the Czech
Science Foundation.
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1 Pushouts of affine algebraic sets
Fix K an infinite field, consider, for example, these diagrams of algebraic
sets (over K) with natural maps:
A1K
A0K A
2
K
A0K ⊔ A
0
K
A0K A
1
K
The pushout of which would correspond to contracting a line in a plane into
a single point or to identifying two points of on affine line respectively. It
is folklore knowledge that the first pushout does not exists in the category
of affine algebraic sets (see Example 3.5 on page 7 in [8]), but the second
one does. In the following text, we will try to characterise under which
circumstances we can form a pushout of affine algebraic sets or glue two
affine algebraic sets via another algebraic set that maps to them in the most
general way possible.
The existence of pushouts P and Q respectively, would, through contravari-
ant equivalence of the category of algebraic sets and the category of coor-
dinate rings (for general facts in classical algebraic geometery, we refer the
reader to [4]), mean that the coordinate rings K[P ] and K[Q] are pullbacks
in the category of coordinate rings of the respective diagrams. Moreover, we
show K[P ] and K[Q], which are finitely generated as algebras over K, need
to be the pullbacks of the respective diagrams in the category ofK−algebras.
This is due to the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. Let X be a non-empty K−algebraic set, then any finitely gen-
erated K−subalgebra of K[X] is a coordinate ring of some K−algebraic set.
Proof. Let B be a finitely generated K−subalgebra of K[X] with generators
Φ1, . . . ,Φn. There exists a unique homomorphism ϕ : K[x1, . . . , xn] → B
such that xi 7→ Φi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. However, ϕ can be thought
of as a homomorphism from K[x1, . . . , xn] to X. Then ϕ gives rise to a
polynomial map Φ = (Φ1, . . . ,Φn) : X → AnK . Suppose that a polynomial
f ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] vanishes on Φ(X), that means for all x ∈ X we have
f(Φ1(x), . . . ,Φn(x)) = 0, for this we need that K is an infinite field. Let us
have f ∈ Kerϕ, then:
0 = f(Φ1, . . . ,Φn)(x) = f(Φ1(x), . . . ,Φn(x))
for all x ∈ X, hence f vanishes on Φ(X), we established that Kerϕ =
I(Φ(X)). Furthermore, noting that I(V (I(Φ(X)) = I(Φ(X)), we observe
that:
B ∼= K[x1, . . . , xn]/I(Φ(X))
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by the first isomorphism theorem, it is therefore the coordinate ring ofK−al-
gebraic set V (I(Φ(X)).
Lemma 2. Suppose ϕ : B → A a ψ : C → A are homomorphisms of coor-
dinate rings of affine algebraic sets over K, then D with morphisms θB, θC
is the pullback of the corresponding diagram in the category of coordinate
rings if and only if D is also the pullback of corresponding diagram in the
category of all K−algebras.
Proof. We know that the pullback of the corresponding diagram in the cat-
egory of all K−algebras is of form P = {(b, c) ∈ B × C |ϕ(b) = ψ(c)} with
ηB , ηC projections. However, B and C are coordinate rings of K−algebraic
varieties X and Y respectively. This implies that B×C is a coordinate ring
of X ⊔Y. Therefore P is a finitely generated subalgebra is a coordinate ring.
(⇐) Provided that P is finitely generated as an algebra over K, it is also a
coordinate ring by the Lemma 1 and D ∼= P by the universal property of
pullback.
(⇒) Suppose that D is not pullback of corresponding diagram in the cate-
gory of all K−algebras. If P is finitely generated, proceed by the previous
paragraph. Assume that P is not finitely generated and D is the pull-
back in the category of coordinate rings. By virtue of P being pullback of
the diagram in the category of all K−algebras, there is a homomorphism
̺ : D → P so that projections from D to B and C factor through that.
Therefore θB = ηBρ and θC = ηCρ. Clearly, this means that ̺(D) with
projections defined as restrictions of ηB and ηC is also the pullback in the
category of finitely generated K−algebras. This is due to the universal
property of the pullbacks D and P in respective categories.
By virtue of P not being finitely generated, thus, Im ηB or Im ηC is not
finitely generated (this follows from Proposition 6 below). Without loss of
generality, assume that Im ηB is not finitely generated and find a finitely
generated subalgebra D′ of P such that ηB(̺(D)) is strictly smaller than
ηB(D
′). We infer by Lemma 1 that D′ is a coordinate ring.
This yields a contradiction as restriction of ηB to D
′ clearly does not
factor through ηB restricted to ̺(D) as ηB(̺(D)) is strictly smaller than
ηB(D
′) − the assumed pullback of the diagram in the category of coordinate
rings.
Therefore we have successfully translated a geometric question about
the existence of pushouts of K−algebraic sets to the question whether ring-
theoretic pullbacks of induced diagrams of their coordinate rings are finitely
generated.
We will study this problem in a quite general setting of pullbacks of
diagrams of communative unital Noetherian rings and finitely generated
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algebras over them. There are already some results in speacial cases when
one of the ring homomorphims is surjective by [5] and [2].
2 Preliminaries
We begin with some preliminary results and discussion on (pullbacks of)
communative unital Noetherian rings and finitely generated algebras over
them.
Theorem 3 (Hilbert basis theorem; Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 in [4],
pages 27 and 28). If a commutative unital ring R is Noetherian, then the
polynomial ring R[x] is Noetherian. Furthermore any finitely generated al-
gebra over R is Noetherian.
Throughout this section, R will denote a Noetherian commutative unital
ring. All other rings are commutative unital unless otherwise indicated.
Theorem 4. [Eakin-Nagatan theorem in [7] (Artin-Tate lemma; Theorem
in Exercise 4.32 in [4], page 143)] Suppose T ⊆ S are rings (R-algebras).
If S is Noetherian (a finitely generated R-algebra) and a finitely generated
T−module, then T is Noetherian (a finitely generated R-algebra).
Proposition 5. Suppose S is (a R−algebra) with ideals I, J ⊆ S such that
both S/I and S/J are Noetherian (finitely generated algebras over R), then
S/I ∩ J is Noetherian (a finitely generated R−algebra).
Proof. For S/I and S/J Noetherian, it is clear from the fact that Noetherian
modules are closed under submodules, factors, and extensions.
Suppose therefore that S/I and S/J are Noetherian finitely generated alge-
bras over R.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that I ∩ J = {0}, otherwise
we set S˜ = S/I ∩ J , I˜ = I/I ∩ J , and J˜ = J/I ∩ J.
Let us denote the canonical projections by πI : S → S/I and πJ : S →
S/J . If we lift finitely many generators of S/I and S/J , we obtain SI
and SJ finitely generated R−subalgebras of S such that πI(SI) = S/I and
πJ(SJ) = S/J respectively.
Additionally, we have that I+J/J ∼= I/I∩J ∼= I as I∩J = 0. Since S/J
is Noetherian by the Hilbert basis theorem, it can be viewed as a Noetherian
SJ−module, and I is isomorphic to its submodule, we conclude that I is a
Noetherian, hence finitely generated SJ−module.
Choose an arbitrary s ∈ S, as πI(SI) = S/I, there is an sI ∈ SI such that
s− sI ∈ I. However, any element i ∈ I can be expressed as i =
∑n
k=1 ιksk,J
for fixed ι1, . . . , ιk ∈ I and some s1,J , . . . , sk,J ∈ SJ . Consequently, S is
generated as a R−algebra by finitely many generators of SI and SJ together
with finitely many generators of I as a SJ−module.
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Proposition 6. Let A,B,C be Noetherian (finitely generated R−algebras)
and let ϕ : B → A a ψ : C → A be their homomorphisms. Then the pullback
of the corresponding diagram:
B C
A
ϕ ψ
is Noetherian (a finitely generated R−algebra) if and only if both ϕ−1(Imϕ∩
Imψ) and ψ−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) are Noetherian (finitely generated as algebras
over R).
Proof. Pullback of the diagram above exists in the category of commutative
rings and can be expressed as P = {(y, z) ∈ B × C,ϕ(y) = ψ(z)} with pro-
jections π1 : P → B, (y, z)→ y and π2 : P → C, (y, z)→ z. The ring P can
be naturally equipped with R−algebra structure such that π1 and π2 be-
come R−algebra homomorphisms. It is clear that π1(P ) = ϕ
−1(Imϕ∩Imψ)
and π2(P ) = ϕ
−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) as well as Kerπ1 = (0,Kerψ) and Kerπ2 =
(Kerϕ, 0).
(⇒) We observe that Kerπ1 ∩ Kerπ2 = {(0, 0)}. Under the assumption
that π1(P ) = ϕ
−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) and π2(P ) = ϕ
−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) are Noethe-
rian (finitely generated R−algebras), P is Noetherian (a finitely generated
as an algebra over R) from Proposition 5.
(⇐) If P is Noetherian (a finitely generated R−algebra), then both rings
(R-algebras) ϕ−1(Imϕ∩Imψ) and ψ−1(Imϕ∩Imψ) are Noetherian (finitely
generated over R) as its homomorphic images under π1 and π2 respec-
tively.
If both morphims are injective, thus pullback is simply the intersection
of images and we are none the wiser. Note, however, that the result of
Proposition 6 is non-trivial whenever one of the morphisms has a non-zero
kernel. In such a case, we ask whether a subring (subalgebra) of a Noetherian
ring (a finitely generated R−algebra) is itself Noetherian (finitely generated
as an R−algebra). It turns out that much more can be said.
As a result, for instance, we will be able to prove that given that sub-
rings (subalgebras) ϕ−1(Imϕ∩Imψ) and ψ−1(Imϕ∩Imψ) contain a regular
ideal, i.e. an ideal containing a non-zero-divisor, of B and C, respectively,
the pullback of the diagram in Proposition 6 is Noetherian (a finitely gen-
erated R−algebra) if and only if B and C are finitely generated modules
over ϕ−1(Imϕ∩ Imψ) and ψ−1(Imϕ∩ Imψ) respectively (see Theorem 20).
Thereby generalizing main results on pullback of Noetherian rings of [5] and
[2].
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3 Subalgebras containing an ideal
In this section, we have S ⊆ B rings (R−algebras) such that B is Noetherian
(finitely generated as an algebra over R), we will try to establish when S is
also Noetherian (finitely generated as an algebra over R).
Lemma 7. Let S ⊆ B be rings (R−algebras) such that B is Noetherian
(finitely generated as an algebra over R) and there exists an ideal I of B
which lies in S. If S is Noetherian (finitely generated over as an algebra R),
then B/AnnB(f) is a finitely generated S−module for each non-zero f ∈ I.
Proof. For each f ∈ I, we have (f)B ⊆ I ⊆ S. As an ideal of S Noetherian,
(f)B has to be finitely generated. So there are b1, . . . , bk ∈ B such that
(f)B = (fb1, . . . , fbk)S . Choose an arbitrary b ∈ B, we can find s1, . . . , sk ∈
S so that fb =
∑k
i=1 fbisi.We deduce that b−
∑k
i=1 bisi ∈ AnnB(f) and thus
b1+AnnB(f), . . . , bk+AnnB(f) generate B/AnnB(f) as an S−module.
We shall show that the result of the previous lemma can be strength-
ened considerably under additional assumptions, specifically if the ring is
coprimary as module over itself.
Definition 8 (Prime ideals associated to a module and coprimary module;
defined on pages 89 and 94 in [4]). Let M be an R−module. A prime ideal
p ∈ SpecR is associated to M if p is the annihilator of an element of M. A
submodule N of M is primary if only one prime is associated to M/N . We
say that M is coprimary module if its zero submodule is primary.
Lemma 9. Suppose B is a coprimary and finitely generated R−algebra,
then all elements of the only associated prime of B are nilpotent.
Proof. Follows easily from Proposition 3.9 on page 94 in [4].
Proposition 10. Suppose S ⊆ B are rings (R−algebras) such that there
exists a finitely generated ideal I ⊆ B with the property that B/I is a finitely
generated S−module and that all its elements are nilpotent, in effect B is a
finitely generated S−module.
Proof. At first, use that I is finitely generated and all its elements are nilpo-
tent to find the smallest m ∈ N such that Im = 0.
Next, we proceed by induction on m. Let m = 2, otherwise it is trivial.
Let b1, . . . , bn ∈ B are such that bi + I generate B/I as an S−module
and i1, . . . , iℓ generate I as an ideal in B. For each b ∈ B, there are
s1(b), . . . , sn(b) such that b −
∑
i si(b)bi ∈ I. Also, for each i ∈ I, there
are c1(i), . . . , cℓ(i) ∈ B such that i =
∑
j cj(i)ij . This allows us to write
i =
∑
j
∑
k sk(cj)bkij as I
2 = 0. Thus elements bi and bjik generate B as a
finitely generated S-module.
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The induction goes as follows for m: use the step m − 1, to prove that
B/Im is a finitely generated S−module setting I˜ = I/Im and B˜ = B/Im,
then use the step m = 2 for I˜ = Im−1 and B˜ = B.
The results of this section up to this point can be neatly put together:
Theorem 11. Let S ⊆ B be rings (R−algebras) such that B is Noetherian
(finitely generated over R) and coprimary as a module over itself and there
exists an non-zero ideal I of B which lies in S. Then S is Noetherian (finitely
generated over R) if and only if B is a finitely generated S−module.
Proof. (⇐) This implication follows trivially from Theorem 4.
(⇒) Let p ∈ SpecB be the only associated prime of B; we know that
AnnB(b) ⊆ p for each b ∈ B.
Since I contains a non-zero element f , by Lemma 7, B/AnnB(f) is a
finitely generated S−module. It follows obviously that B/p is also a finitely
generated S−module.
As B is Noetherian, p is a finitely generated B−module and by Lemma
9 all its elements are nilpotent. We can now directly apply Proposition 10
to obtain that B is a finitely generated S−module.
It is possible to extend the result of the previous theorem to arbitrary
Noetherian rings (finitely generated R−algebras) by using the primary de-
composition of its zero ideal.
Theorem 12 (Lasker-Noether theorem or primary decomposition; Theorem
3.10 in [4], page 95). Let M be a finitely generated R−module. Any proper
submodule M ′ of M is the [finite] intersection of primary submodules.
Theorem 13. Assume that S ⊆ B are rings (R−algebras) such that B is
Noetherian (finitely generated as an algebra over R) and there exists an ideal
I of B which lies in S. Let P1, . . . , Pn be a primary decomposition of the zero
ideal in B such that I ⊆ Pi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
′ and that I * Pj for every
n′ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then S is Noetherian (finitely generated as algebra over R)
if and only if S/I is Noetherian (a finitely generated R−algebra) and B/Pj
is a finitely generated S + Pj/Pj−module for every n
′ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Proof. (⇐) This implication follows immediately as S/I is Noetherian (finitely
generated R−algebra) as a homomorphic image of Noetherian (finitely gen-
erated R−algebra) S and so are S + Pj/Pj for every n
′ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Since
I * Pj for every n′ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n then I + Pj/Pj is non-zero for all j. There-
fore, using Theorem 11, B/Pj is a finitely generated S +Pj/Pj−module for
all j.
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(⇒) We know that I ⊆ Pi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
′ and S/I is Noetherian (a finitely
generated algebra over R). Thus S + Pi/Pi ∼= S/Pi ∩ I is also Noetherian
(finitely generated R−algebras) for all i. As well, we have that B/Pj is a
finitely generated S+Pj/Pj−module for every n
′+1 ≤ j ≤ n, by Theorem 4
or 11 S +Pj/Pj ∼= S/Pj ∩ I is Noetherian (a finitely generated R−algebra).
By the choice of P1, . . . , Pn we have that
⋂n
k=1 Pk = {0}, specifically, we get⋂n
k=1(I ∩ Pk) = {0}. If we inductively apply Proposition 5 we get that S is
Noetherian (a finitely generated R−algebra).
4 Intersections of Noetherian subrings
In the preceding section, we dealt with the problem whether a subring (sub-
algebra) of a Noetherian ring (finitely generated algebra) containing its ideal
is Noetherian (finitely generated as an R-algebra) and formulated Theo-
rem 13. However, the strength of this theorem is limited − generally, we
can replace the condition of subring being Noetherian (subalgebra being
finitely generated R−algebra) by the condition of the ring (R-algebra) be-
ing module-finite over the subring (subalgebra) only some of the primary
components of the algebra which forces us to assume that some quotient of
the subring (subalgebra) in question is Noetherian (finitely generated over
R).
To illustrate this point, let us go back to the pullback discussed in the
context of Proposition 6. We have Noetherian rings (algebras finitely gener-
ated over R) A,B,C and ϕ : B → A a ψ : C → A is finitely generated and
ask whether the pullback of this diagram is Noetherian (finitely generated
over R). To this end, we would like to know it about S = ϕ−1(Imϕ∩ Imψ).
If we were to use Theorem 13, we would encounter a problem since, typically,
we generally do not know anything of S/I = Imϕ ∩ Imψ where I = Kerϕ
required in the Theorem 13.
Therefore determining if the pullback of this diagram:
B C
A
ϕ ψ
is Noetherian (finitely generated over R) using the tools of previous section
generally requires knowing that the pullback of this diagram:
Imϕ Imψ
A
⊆ ⊆
which is Imϕ ∩ Imψ is also Noetherian (finitely generated over R).
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In general, determining whether an intersection of two Noetherian sub-
rings of a ring is Noetherian is a daunting taks as evidenced by many coun-
terexamples listed, for example, in [1] and [6]. Nonetheless, under favourable
circumstances, it is possible to prove that an intersection of two Noetherian
subrings (finitely generated R−subalgberas) is Noetherian (finitely gener-
ated as an algebra over R).
At first, we note that the result of Theorem 13 can actually be used to
establish some facts on intersections of subrings (algebras) of a ring con-
taining an ideal. Before we get to the result, we need to formulate some
lemmas.
Lemma 14. Assume, that S ⊆ B are R−algebras, I ⊆ B is an ideal of B
which is contained in S, then B is a finitely generated S−module if and only
if B/I is a finitely generated S−module.
Lemma 15. Suppose that M is an R−module with submodules M1, . . . ,Mn
such that M/Mi is Noetherian for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then M/M1 ∩ · · · ∩Mn is
also Noetherian.
Lemma 16. Let B be a commutative ring and I, J, P its ideals, then:
√
(I ∩ J) + P =
√
(I + P ) ∩ (J + P ).
Proof. This can be proven using basic properties of the Zariski topology
on SpecB. Simply write V ((I ∩ J) + P ) = V (I ∩ J) ∩ V (P ) = (V (I) ∪
V (J)) ∩ V (P ) = (V (I)∩ V (P )) ∪ (V (J) ∩ V (P )) = V (I +P ) ∪ V (J +P ) =
V ((I + P ) ∪ (J + P )).
Theorem 17. Let S ⊆ B be rings (R−algebras) such that B is Noetherian
(finitely generated as an algebra over R) and I, J ⊆ B be ideals of B. Then
1. If B is a finitely generated S + I−module and S + J−module, B is
a finitely generated S + (I + J)−module, S + (I ∩ J)−module, and
(S+I)∩(S+J)−module, furthermore, all of these rings (R−algebras)
are Noetherian (finitely generated),
2. If both S+I and S+J are Noetherian (finitely generated R−algebras),
S + (I + J) is Noetherian (a finitely generated algebra over R),
3. If both S+I and S+J are Noetherian (finitely generated R−algebras),
then S+(I∩J) and (S+I)∩(S+J) are Noetherian (finitely generated
R−algebras).
Proof. (1.) Since S + I ⊆ S + (I + J) and S + (I ∩ J) ⊆ (S + I) ∩ (S + J),
it suffices to prove that B is a finitely generated S + (I ∩ J)−module if it is
a finitely generated S + I−module and S + J−module.
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Suppose I and J are S + (I ∩ J)−modules. However, by Lemma 14,
we know that B/I and B/J are finitely generated modules over S + I and
S + J respectively. As S + (I ∩ J) + I/I ∼= S + I/I, S + (I ∩ J) acts
on B/I and B/J in the same way, hence B/I and B/J are also finitely
generated S+(I∩J)−modules. By Lemma 15, B/I∩J is a finitely generated
S + (I ∩ J)−module. Another usage of Lemma 15 consequently establishes
that B is a finitely generated S + (I ∩ J)−module.
All of the said rings (R−algebras) are obviously Noetherian (finitely gen-
erated) using Theorem 4.
(2.) Follows easily from Theorem 13.
(3.) We know that S + I/I and S + J/J are Noetherian (finitely gener-
ated R−algebras), that S + (I ∩ J) + I = (S + I) ∩ (S + J) + I = S + I
and analogically for adding J. By Proposition 5, we consequently have that
S+(I∩J)/I∩J and (S+I)∩(S+J)/I∩J are Noetherian (finitely generated
algebras over R).
Without loss of generality, we can assume that P1, . . . , Pn form a primary
decomposition of zero and that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n′ we have I ∩ J ⊆ Pi and
for n′ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n we have that I ∩ J * PJ . We shall show that B/Pj is a
finitely generated S + (I ∩ J)−module for each n′ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. By Lemma
14, it suffices to prove that B/(I ∩ J) + Pj is a finitely generated module.
We know that the nilradical of B/(I∩J)+Pj is
√
(I ∩ J) + Pj/(I∩J)+
Pj . However, as (I∩J)+Pj ⊆ (I+Pj)∩(J+Pj) and
√
(I + Pj) ∩ (J + Pj) =√
(I ∩ J) + Pj , which we proved in Lemma 16, (I+Pj)∩(J+Pj)/(I∩J)+Pj
is specifically finitely generated nilpotent ideal of B/(I ∩ J) + Pj .
From Theorem 13 and Lemma 14 and the fact that both S+I and S+J
are Noetherian (finitely generated R−algebras), we deduce that B/(I +Pj)
and B/(J +Pj) are finitely generated S−modules. Whereas, an application
of Proposition 5 gives us that B/(I + Pj) ∩ (J + Pj) is a finitely generated
module over S. Finally, this means that B/(I∩J)+Pj is a finitely generated
as S−module by Proposition 10.
Now, we have that B/Pj is a finitely generated S +(I ∩ J)−module. As
S + (I ∩ J) ⊆ (S + I) ∩ (S + J), B/Pj is a fortiori a finitely generated as a
module over (S + I) ∩ (S + J). Invoking Theorem 13 once more, we obtain
the desired result − the rings (R−algebras) S+(I∩J) and (S+ I)∩ (S+J)
are Noetherian (finitely generated).
Second, we give an example of rather a combinatorial nature and more
specific in a sense that we restrict ourselves to finitely generated algebras
over fields.
Proposition 18. Let K be a field and S1, S2 ⊆ B be finitely generated
subalgebras of K−algebra B which is a domain. Then S1 ∩ S2 is a finitely
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generated K−algebra if and only if there are g1, . . . , gm and h1, . . . , hm gen-
erators of S1 and S2 respectively such that M generates S1 ∩ S2 as a vector
space over K with M denoting the intersection of multiplicative sets gener-
ated by g1, . . . , gm and h1, . . . , hm respectively.
Proof. (⇒) Assume that S1∩S2 is a finitely generated K−algebra with gen-
erators f1, . . . , fk and that g1, . . . , gm and h1, . . . , hm are generators of S1 and
S2 respectively. Then the claim clearly holds for the intersection of multi-
plicative sets generated by 1, f1, . . . , fk, g1, . . . , gm and 1, f1, . . . , fk, h1, . . . , hm
respectively.
(⇐) Suppose that g1, . . . , gm and h1, . . . , hm are generators of S1 and S2
respectively and that M ∩ (S1 ∩ S2) generates S1 ∩ S2 a vector space over
K. Where M denotes the intersection of multiplicative sets generated by
g1, . . . , gm and h1, . . . , hm respectively. This means that every element of
S1 ∩ S2 is a K−linear combination of elements of M .
To prove that S1 ∩ S2 is finitely generated, it suffices to show that there
are finitely many elements of M in S1 ∩ S2 such that any element of M in
S1 ∩ S2 is a product of their powers.
The set M is clearly surjective image of the following set:
I = {(a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm) ∈ N
n+m
0 : g
a1
1 . . . , g
am
m = h
b1
1 . . . h
bn
n }
we will consider Nn+m0 to be equipped with a natural partial ordering a ≥ b
if ai ≥ bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n+m. Suppose that (a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bn) ∈ I and
(c1, . . . , cm, d1, . . . , dn) ∈ I such that:
(a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bn) > (c1, . . . , cm, d1, . . . , dn),
we will show that (a1 − c1, . . . , am − cm, b1 − d1, . . . , bn − dn) ∈ I. That
follows easily from:
p · ga1−c11 . . . , g
am−cm
m = g
a1
1 . . . , g
am
m = h
b1
1 . . . h
bn
n = h
b1−d1
1 . . . h
bn−dn
n · p
where all ai − ci, bj − dj ≥ 0 (at least one such inequality is strict) and
p = gc11 . . . , g
cm
m = h
d1
1 . . . h
dn
n . Cancelling p out, we obtain:
ga1−c11 . . . , g
am−cm
m = h
b1−d1
1 . . . h
bn−dn
n
what we wanted to prove.
By Dickson’s lemma which says that every subset of Nn+m0 has finitely
many minimal elements with respect to the natural partial order (Theorem
5 on page 71 in [3] gives equivalent formulation in related terms of monomial
ideals), there are finitely many elements i1, . . . , ik in I such that for each
a ∈ I at least one of those elements lies beneath it. By induction on ||a||1 =∑m+n
i=1 ai, we will prove that for each a ∈ I there are c1, . . . , ck ∈ N0 such
that a = c1i1 + · · · + ckik.
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Let a have minimal norm ||a||1 over I, then, clearly, a is one of i1, . . . , ik
as there is no element of I strictly beneath it (any b with a > b has to have
strictly smaller norm). The induction arguments goes as follows: let a ∈ I,
then either a is one of i1, . . . , ik or one of i1, . . . , ik is strictly beneath a, thus
a− ij ∈ I for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k. However, ||a||1 > ||a− ij ||1, which enables us
to apply the inductive assumption.
This means, by the correspondence ofM and I that each element ofM is
a product of powers of g
i1
1
1 . . . , g
i1m
m , . . . , g
ik
1
1 . . . , g
ikm
m . These elements generate
S1 ∩ S2 as K−algebra.
The Proposition 18 can be readily applied to subalgebras of polynomial
rings over K generated by monomials.
Theorem 19. Let S1, S2 ⊆ K[x1, . . . , xn] be subalgebras generated by mono-
mials, then S1 ∩ S2 is finitely generated.
Proof. At first, we will show that for i = 1, 2 if f ∈ Si, then all monomials
whose sum f belong Si. However, all elements of Si are K−linear combi-
nation of products of powers of its generators. Such products are indeed
monomials if we assume Si is generated by monomials and clearly belong to
Si. Our claim then follows from the uniqueness of expression of a polyno-
mial in K[x1, . . . , xn] a K−linear combination of monomials − they form a
basis of K[x1, . . . , xn] as a vector space over K.
Suppose that f ∈ S1 ∩ S2 and f =
∑m
i=1 cifi where c1, . . . , cm ∈ K and
f1, . . . , fm are monomials. We know that as f ∈ Si, then f1, . . . , fm ∈ Si for
i = 1, 2. This means that g1, . . . , gm ∈ S1 ∩S2 and that S1 ∩S2 is generated
by monomials. The algebra S1∩S2 is generated by all its elements, however,
any such element is a sum of monomials in S1∩S2, thus S1∩S2 is generated
by its monomials.
To prove that S1∩S2 is finitely generated, we use the proposition above.
Let g1, . . . , gm and h1, . . . , hm be monomial generators of S1 and S2 re-
spectively. Take M to be the intersection of multiplicative sets M1 and
M2 generated by 1, g1, . . . , gm and 1, h1, . . . , hm respectively. Suppose that
f ∈ S1 ∩ S2 is a monomial, then f ∈ M1 and f ∈ M2 by uniqueness of
expression of elements of K[x1, . . . , xn] as sums of monomials. Then f ∈M,
thus all monomials in S1 ∩ S2 are in M and M generates generates S1 ∩ S2
as a vector space over K.
5 Examples and local properties
In this section, we will give a partial solution to the problem whether the
pullback of a diagram of Noetherian rings (finitely generated algebras over
R) is finitely generated, revisit the motivational examples given in Section
1, and investigate some local properties of pushouts of algebraic sets arising
from glueing individual points together.
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At first, however, we show that we can effectively generalize the main
result on pullback of Noetherian rings in Theorem 3.2 of [2].
Theorem 20. Let A,B,C be Noetherian (finitely generated R−algebras)
and let ϕ : B → A a ψ : C → A be their homomorphisms such that
ϕ−1(Imϕ∩ Imψ) and ψ−1(Imϕ∩ Imψ) contain a regular ideal of B and C.
Then the pullback of the corresponding diagram:
B C
A
ϕ ψ
is Noetherian (finitely generated R−algebra) if and only if B and C are
finitely generated modules over ϕ−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) and ψ−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) re-
spectively.
Proof. Simply apply Proposition 5 and Lemma 7 to ϕ−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) ⊆ B
and ψ−1(Imϕ∩Imψ) ⊆ C setting f to be the non-zero-divisior in the regular
ideal of B contained in ϕ−1(Imϕ∩ Imψ) or the regular ideal of C contained
in ψ−1(Imϕ ∩ Imψ) respectively.
Example (Contracting a line in A2K ; included without proof as Example 3.5
in [8], page 7). Consider this diagram:
K[x, y] K
K[x, y]/(y)
π ι
with ι and π being canonical inclusion and projection, respectively. The
pullback of this diagram is K + (y).
Theorem 20 gives K + (y) is finitely generated K−algebra if and only
if K[x, y] is a finitely generated K + (y)−module. By Lemma 14, this is
equivalent to K[x] ∼= K[x, y]/(y) being finitely generated K + (y)−module,
that clearly does not hold, as K[x] would have to be a finite dimensional
vector space over K ∼= K + (y)/(y).
Therefore K+(y) is not a finitely generated K−algebra and it is impos-
sible to contract a line in A2K into a point in the category of algebraic sets
over K. △
Example (Contracting a finite number of points on algebraic varieties over
K; a special case given as Example 3.6 in [8], page 7). Let L be a finitely
generated K−algebra, and I an intersection of finitely many maximal ideals
of L. Consider this diagram:
L K
L/I
π ι
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with ι and π being canonical inclusion and projection, respectively. The
pullback of this diagram is K+ I as in the previous example. This situation
can be view as contracting a finite number of points to a single one.
Suppose m1, . . . ,mn are maximal ideals of L such that I =
⋂n
i=1 mi.
However, as by Theorem 4.19 on page 132 in [4], K ⊆ L/mi is a finite
field extension, we have by Lemma 14 that L is a finitely generated K +
mi−module for all i. Using Theorem 17 inductively, we get that L is a
finitely generated K +
⋂n
i=1mi−module, thus K + I is a finitely generated
K−algebra by Theorem 4. △
For the rest of this section, we will concern ourselves with singularities
arising glueing points on algebraic sets. At first, we prove a result that
in special case shows, informally speaking, that if we glue points on an
algebraic variety, we get a singularity at least of order of dimension of the
variety times the number of identified points. Also, we discuss some finer
properties of algebras and singularities arising in some cases of gluing points
in affine spaces.
Proposition 21. Suppose B is an integral domain finitely generated as an
algebra over R, S ⊆ B is its subalgebra and I ⊆ S is an ideal of B which
can be written as an intersection of prime ideals, I =
⋂
a∈A pa. Assume,
moreover, that h1 + I, . . . , hk + I form a free basis of an S/I−module B/I.
Let {i1, . . . , in} ⊆ I be linearly independent in papa/pa
2
pa
for each a ∈ A,
then {iℓh1, . . . , iℓhk; ℓ = 1, . . . , n} is linearly independent in II/I
2
I , we think
of II as an ideal of SI .
Proof. Assume there exist coefficients sℓj + II ∈ SI/II , without loss of gen-
erality sℓj ∈ S, such that for all 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have that∑
j,ℓ iℓhjsℓj ∈ I
2
I . Taking sℓj ∈ S can be justified by thinking about them
as elements of the respective quotient field Q(B), we can then cancel out all
their denominators by multiplying with elements of S − I under which is S
closed.
Denote h′ℓ =
∑
j hjsℓj for all ℓ. Since we assume that I ⊆ pa for all
a ∈ A, it follows that I2I ⊆ pa
2
pa
and hence i1h
′
1 + · · ·+ inh
′
n ∈ pa
2
pa
for every
a ∈ A. However, we supposed furthermore that i1 + pa
2
pa
, . . . , in + pa
2
pa
are
linearly independent, therefore for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n the element h′ℓ has to be
in papa . Moreover as each h
′
ℓ ∈ B, then h
′
ℓ ∈ pa for all 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n and a ∈ A.
This means that h′ℓ ∈
⋂
a∈A pa = I for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n. Take any such
ℓ, we’ve shown that h′ℓ + I = 0 + I, let us expand that to
∑k
j=1 hjsj +
I = 0 + I. Since we supposed that h1, . . . , hℓ form a free basis of B/I as
an S/I−module, then all sℓj + I need to be zero for all possible ℓ and j.
Therefore, the set {iℓh1, . . . , iℓhk; ℓ = 1, . . . , n} is linearly independent in
II/I
2
I .
Remark. The proposition above can conveniently applied in the case where
B is a coordinate ring of a K−algebraic variety X, suppose furthermore
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that K is algebraically closed, and S = K+ I where I is the ideal of B such
that I =
⋂n
i=1 mi for some maximal ideals m1, . . . ,mn of B. Then K+ I can
be thought of as a coordinate ring of an algebraic variety X with finitely
many points corresponding to the ideals m1, . . . ,mn are identified.
We can observe that B/I is a finite dimensional vector space as in the
second example of this section, hence free module, over S/I ∼= K and that
I is maximal, thus prime, ideal of K + I. Let us now suppose that mi =
(x1 − a1i, . . . , xm − ami)/I(X) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n with all aji ∈ K. For
simplicity, let us also assume that aji 6= aj′i iff j 6= j
′. This guarantees that
xj − aji /∈ mi′/I(X) for i
′ 6= i.
It is clear that (x1−a1i)+m
2
imi
, . . . , (xm−ami)+m
2
imi
generate mimi/m
2
imi
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, there is a set of indices Ji such that (x1 − aji
1
i) +
m2imi , . . . , (xjii
− aji
i
i) + m
2
imi
form a basis of mimi/m
2
imi
. Without loss of
generality, assume that |J1| = k is the smallest of such indices. We observe
that (xj1
1
− aj1
1
1)(xj2
1
− aj2
1
2) . . . (xjn1 − ajn1 n) + I(X), . . . , (xj1k
− aj1
k
1)(xj2
k
−
aj2
k
2) . . . (xjnk − aj
n
k
n) + I(X) belong to m1 . . .mn/I(X) ⊆ I.
Now, notice that these k elements of are linearly independent in all
mimi/m
2
imi
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, since (xj1
ℓ
−aj1
ℓ
1)(xj2
ℓ
−aj2
ℓ
2) . . . (xjnℓ −aj
n
ℓ
n)+
and (xji
ℓ
− aji
ℓ
i) span the same subspace of mimi/m
2
imi
. This is due to the
fact that for all i and j we have that xj − aji /∈ mi′/I(X) for i
′ 6= i.
By the proposition above, the SI/II−dimension of II/I
2
I in SI is at least
k dimK B/I, so the smallest dimension of a tangent space among identified
points (a11, . . . , a1m), . . . , (an1, . . . , anm) times the number of points which
is equal to dimK B/I. Therefore, the order of the arising singularity is pro-
portional to the number of identified points.
The singularities arising from gluing finitely many points on affine al-
gebraic sets can be studied even more closely by looking at rings of formal
power series in them. In treating the following two examples, we will assume
that charK = 0.
Example (Gluing finitely many points on A1K). Let a1, . . . , an ∈ K be dis-
tinct, then the ideal I defining {a1, . . . , an} is generated by ϕ0(x) = (x −
a1) . . . (x− an). We will try to describe K + I.
We know that K+I is a finitely generated algebra over K. Now, we will find
its generators and relations between them. We say that K + I is generated
by ϕ0(x), . . . , ϕn−1(x) where ϕi+1(x) = xϕi(x) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2. The proof
this claim goes by induction on degree of the non-zero polynomial f ∈ S, it
suffices to assume that f ∈ I.
As a1, . . . , an ∈ K are distinct, there are no polynomials of degree less
than n in I and there is, up to a multiple by an element of K, only one
polynomial of degree n, ϕ0(x).
Let f ∈ I be of degree m > n and we know that all polynomials of
smaller degree belong to K[ϕ0(x), . . . , ϕn−1(x)]. Write m = kn + r, where
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1 ≤ k and 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 and denote ℓ the leading coefficient of f. Then
f−ℓϕk−10 ϕr is of strictly smaller degree. We can conclude the proof by point-
ing out that both f−ℓϕk−10 ϕr and ℓϕ
k−1
0 ϕr belong toK[ϕ0(x), . . . , ϕn−1(x)].
We know that K+I ∼= K[x0, . . . , xn−1]/J with J an ideal of K[x0, . . . , xn−1]
by xi 7→ ϕi for 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1.We will show that J is generated by two types of
relations: xixj = xkxℓ for all i+j = k+ℓ and xixjxk =
∑n
ℓ=0 bn−ℓx0xi+j+k−ℓ
where i+ j + k ≤ n− 2 and bn−ℓ are coefficients of ϕ0.
The proof is not difficult and the strategy is to proceed by induction of
degree as follows:
1. Show that if i1+· · ·+im = j1+· · ·+jm, then xi1 . . . xim−xj1 . . . xjm ∈ J .
2. Let F (x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ J be a homogenous relation of degree m. Ob-
serve that it can be rewritten as a sum of homogenous relations of
the same degree F (x0, . . . , xn−1) =
∑m(n−1)
i=0 Fi(x0, . . . , xn−1) where
Fi(x0, . . . , xn−1) is a K-linear combination of monomials xj1 . . . xjm
where i = j1 + · · ·+ jm and whose coefficients add up to zero. Induc-
tively, using the claim above, we can show that all Fi(x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ J
(as, under xi 7→ ϕi, Fi is mapped to a homogenous polynomial in x of
degree i) and so F (x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ J.
3. Suppose that F (x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ J is a general relation of degree m.
Denote Fm(x0, . . . , xn−1) the m−th homogenous part of F . For a part
F ′m of Fm, we can lower the degree using the relations of the second
type. On the other hand, we show that Fm−F
′
m maps under xi 7→ ϕi
to polynomials in x of such high degree that Fm−F
′
m ∈ J . This gives
us that F − Fm + F
′
m ∈ J , however, lowering the degree of F
′
m results
in F −Fm +F
′
m being of degree m− 1 at most allowing us to proceed
by induction on degree.
Finally, let us examine two specific cases, glueing two and three points
on A2K . We shall work under the assumption that charK = 0 and that K
is algebraically closed. We will glue roots of unity in both cases.
Identifying roots of x2− 1 on A1K , we get a variety V2 with the following
coordinate ring:
K[x0, x1]/(x
3
0 − x
2
1 + x
2
0)
with x30 − x
2
1 + x
2
0 being an instance of the rule of the second type. To
examine the resulting singularity at 0 closely, we move to the ring of formal
power series of this variety at 0. We get K[[x0, x1]]/(x
2
0(1+x0)−x
2
1) (consult
chapter 7 of [4] for details). However, we can take u ∈ K[[x0, x1]] a formal
square root of 1+x0 that is also invertible. The ringK[[x0, x1]]/(x
3
0−x
2
1+x
2
0)
is thus isomorphic to:
K[[y0, y1]]/((y0 − y1)(y0 + y1)).
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This means that the resulting singularity locally looks like a pair of inter-
secting lines.
Identifying roots of x3− 1 on A1K , we get a variety V3 with the following
coordinate ring:
K[x0, x1, x2]/(x0x2 − x
2
1, x
3
0 − x1x2 + x
2
0, x
2
0x1 − x
2
2 + x0x1)
by using our results above. The first relation is of the first type, the latter
two are of the second type. As above, we will examine the corresponding ring
of formal power series. Rewrite the latter two relations as x20(1+x0)−x1x2
and x0x1(1 + x0) − x
2
2. However, we can find v ∈ K[[x0, x1, x2]] such that
v3 = 1 + x0, furthermore, this v is invertible. Rewrite the relations as
x0(x2v
−2)− (x1v
−1)2, x20− (x1v
−1)(x2v
−2), and x0(x1v
−1)− (x2v
−2)2. This
means that K[[x0, x1, x2]]/(x0x2 − x
2
1, x
3
0 − x1x2 + x
2
0, x
2
0x1 − x
2
2 + x0x1) is
isomorphic to:
K[[y0, y1, y2]]/(y
2
0 − y1y2, y
2
1 − y0y2, y
2
2 − y0y1).
Take K[y0, y1, y2]/(y
2
0 − y1y2, y
2
1 − y0y2, y
2
2 − y0y1) and set y1 = a for non
zero a ∈ K. This results in a2 = y1y2, y
2
1 = ay2, and y
2
2 = ay1. Take y2 =
a2
y1
,
then both remaining equations can be written as y31 = a
3. Denote ξ1, ξ2, ξ3
three distinct roots of x3 − 1 in K where ξ1 = 1 and ξ1 and ξ2 are roots of
x2 − x+ 1. We have three solutions (a, a, a), (a, ξ1a, ξ2a), and (a, ξ2a, ξ1a).
Choosing y1 = 0, we get y1 = y2 = 0. This means that K[y0, y1, y2]/(y
2
0 −
y1y2, y
2
1 − y0y2, y
2
2 − y0y1) is the coordinate ring of three lines which span
K3 as a vector space2.
The singularity of V3 at 0 hence looks locally as three distinct lines
intersecting in a single point. △
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